Zeta Beta Tau Heritage Grant Requirements

- Grants are provided by the Zeta Beta Tau Foundation and distributed by Zeta Beta Tau Fraternity up to $1500
- Amounts above the $1500 may be considered on a case-by-case basis. Receipts, pictures, and description after the event are required
- If partnering with another organization, a quote from staff member or officer of partner organization is preferred
- Shabbat dinner requests will require an educational component and or speaker to be present. Grants for Shabbat dinners with no other activities will not be accepted.
- Grant request must fit into one of the following categories
  - Israel advocacy (i.e. Participating in a local AIPAC event, tabling for Israel on campus etc.)
  - Israel education (i.e. Speaker on Israeli history, lecture from Israel education organizations, including but not limited to: StandWithUs, Jewish National Fund, CAMERA, Israel on Campus Coalition)
  - Jewish educational programming (lecture, discussion, Jewish book club, etc.)
  - Nationally recognized ZBT days of remembrance
    - Yom Ha’atzmaut (Israeli Independence Day)
    - Roger Williams Day (March 22nd)
    - Yom HaShoah (Holocaust Remembrance Day)
  - Jewish, Cultural, Religious and Educational programming (i.e. Sukkah Building, Lecture and discussion with a Rabbi, Book club and discussion on a book on Jewish Ethics)
  - Antisemitism Programming (i.e. Speaker on antisemitism, Holocaust education, BDS history, education and prevention)
  - Social Action programming (Community development work with programming in alignment with Tikkun Olam (Repairing the World))
- Grant requests must be made at least a month in advance of scheduled program
- Chapters are encouraged to invite local alumni and chapter advisor(s) to attend program
- Chapters are encouraged to send any press or recognition of the event to the national office
- In the grant application, please give an explanation as to how the program fits into the required category
- ZBT will not provide payment until AFTER the program occurs (the chapter or the partner organization will pay for the event and then submit the invoice/receipt on the Heritage Grant Feedback Form to receive funds)
- The Zeta Beta Tau Foundation should be formally recognized as a sponsor for the event
- For more information about applying for a Heritage Grant, contact Director of Heritage Education and Partnerships, Jason Horowitz at jhorowitz@zbtnational.org